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W hat  t he CRAAP?: 
Using  an  Invest ig at ive 

App roach  t o W eb  Source 
Evaluat ion

D r . V ic tor ia  E lm w ood
In s tr u c t ion  a n d  U s e r  
E x p e r ie n c e  L ib r a r ia n

M on roe  L ib ra ry
L oy ola  U n iv e r s ity  
N e w  O r le a n s  



Students’ Application 
of the CRAAP Test

◈ Assessed Loyola Freshman Info Literacy (‘16- ’17)
⬥ Difficulty understanding cr iter ia jargon
⬥ Fall back on label and credential recognition 
⬥ O ften used a single cr iter ion

◈ Shift Needed Appr oach to T eaching W eb E valuation 
⬥ Simple, more intuitive cr iter ia
⬥ Promotes synthesis of cr iter ia (higher- level Bloom’s)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We did a snapshot, needs-oriented assessment of our first years at the end of their first semester -- it asked them to find a source using either Google or library sources for a topic of their choosing. When presented with the CRAAP methodology, many students struggled with applying it due to confusion about what each term in the methodology meant. For instance, students struggled with ascertaining traits such as accuracy and reliability because they weren’t sure exactly what those terms meant. This suggested to us a need for a different model of evaluation to use in our first-year seminar curriculum that would use terms that were more intuitive to novice undergraduates while still asking them to conduct a sufficiently thorough evaluation of a given source.  



Late 1990s/ ear ly aughts
⬥ Author ity, Accuracy, 

Object ivity, 
Currency, Coverage 
(Jim Kapoun)

⬥ Long checklists, 
scor ing

Into t he ear ly 2000s, t her e was a 
shi f t  away fr om checkl ist  appr oach, 
one which st i l l  ur ged students t o 
discer n mult iple quali t ies as 
mar ker s of legi t imacy.
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A Br ief Histor y of Web 
Source Evaluation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Approaches to teaching web evaluation go back to the late 1990s, and some models circulating today tend to follow two distinct models (or a mix thereof): those devised by Jim Kapoun and Cal State Chico.Kapoun: "Teaching Undergrads Web Evaluation: A Guide for Library Instruction." C&RL News (July/August 1998): 522-523.Marc Meola’s 2004 article in portal articulated the existing wave of librarian support for a shift away from the checklist approach toward a review-comparison-corroboration approach. This asks for an existing degree of IL that many students haven’t had the chance to develop and assumes that corroboration is a straightforward matter of confirming a date or an occurrence.Cal State Chico (Meriam Library), 9/17/2010Robert Harris’ CARS model is similar to the Chico model and dates from 2016.



A Br ief Histor y of Web Sour ce Evaluation, Continued

Ear ly- mid aughts t o 2010s

⬥ Currency, Reliability, 
Accuracy, Author ity, 
Perspect ive (CRAAP 
—Cal State Chico)

⬥ Deeper focus on each 
quality

St i l l  uses jar gon and r el ies 
mainly on a yes/ no 
appr oach r ather  t han asking 
students t o look at  t he 
pr ocess by which a sour ce is 
cr eated.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Marc Meola’s suggested emphasis on review-comparison-corroboration as a possible approach never quite caught on, possibly because it pointed students to multiple other texts and was not as structured of a procedure for evaluation. On the other hand, Judd, Farrow, and Tims (2005) suggest a quantitative scoring method which doesn’t bring in context of use and dampens the emphasis on process. Contrasting Meola’s underscoring of the importance of peer review, Candace Dahl (2009) notes that students unknowingly cling to peer review as a standard without understanding that non-peer reviewed materials can have value, as well (156). Dahl also notes that peer review is not necessarily purely objective and that many scholarly sources are not peer reviewed (158-59). (From “Undergraduate Research in the Public Domain” in Reference Services Review.)



A Br ief Histor y of Web Sour ce 
Evaluation, Par t Deux

2010s (concur r ent  w/ CRAAP)
◈ Deploys only 5 of 6 journalist ic 

quest ions 
◈ Somet imes focuses on site, not  

source
◈ Less emphasis on deep cr iter ia 

than CRAAP

Kathy Schrock’s 5 Ws of Website Evaluat ion is a typical 
representat ive of this methodology. 
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Open- ended, simple cr i t er ia 
ask students t o pr oduce 
analysis focused on t he 
pr oduct ion pr ocess behind 
t he sour ce. But  potent ial uses 
for  a sour ce ar e not  included.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Both librarians and educational theorists working in higher ed have developed approaches to helping students effectively evaluate materials available to them freely on the open web. Devising a model that can be easily grasped and thoroughly applied continues to be a challenge. The investigative approach responds to these difficulties by prompting students to ask easily articulated yet still complex questions about a given source, while not viewing all sources as either inherently legitimate or not legitimate. This approach takes into account the Framework’s focus on thinking about information as a complex process rather than as a product with inherent qualities and prescribed uses.

http://www.schrockguide.net/uploads/3/9/2/2/392267/5ws.pdf


The 
Investigative 

Appr oach

Complexi t y
Frames evaluat ion 
at  level of source, 
not  site.*  Avoids 
yes/ no responses, 
prefers analysis 
over judgement .

Self- Reflexivi t y
Promotes a more 
nuanced pract ice of 
metaliteracy.

Intui t iveness
Employs a simple 
mnemonic that  
learners at  almost  
all levels can grasp.
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*  But  site mat ters too, of course!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One difficulty that remains with this approach is that, as Hinchliffe, Rand, and Collier’s work has recently shown (2018), undergraduate students tend strongly toward overconfidence when it comes to their ability to isolate quality online sources. Student responses on our own assessments confirm this phenomenon. Convincing students that web source evaluation is not something they already intuitively excel at could be a key motivator for instructors. 



The Investigative Questions
What
What  type of source is it? Blog, 
art icle, book review, encyclopedia 
ent ry? How does this determine 
the source’s informat ion content?

Who
Who wrote it? Why might  their  
views be valuable? In what  ways is 
their  voice relevant  to your topic 
and its scope?

When
When was this writ ten or 
published? Given the field and 
your project , can the info be 
considered current?

Wher e
Where is it  posted? How does the 
out let  suggest  anything about  the 
source value in a part icular 
context?

Why
Why has the out let  chosen to 
devote space to this source? Why 
has the author writ ten the 
source?

How
Two different  quest ions: How is 
the source supported by outside 
informat ion? How will you use the 
source?
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The investigative model promotes some key 
pi l lar s of the ACRL’s Framework

Author i t y is 
Cr eated and  
Contextual.

Scholar ship as a 
Conver sat ion

Knowledge Cr eat ion 
is a Pr ocess.
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Infor mat ion Has 
Value.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The investigative model asks learners to think about the information landscape from which the source arose before even getting into the source’s content.



Simpli f ied assessment

Fewer skill areas 
tested. Focus only 
on open web 
source evaluat ion.

Revised Fir st- Year  
Info Li teracy Ski l ls 
Assessment for  2018 Complex cogni t ion

O ur  assessment tool 
staged synthesis - -
asked students to 
identify two biggest 
factors. H igher- level 
Bloom’s cognition.
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Intui t ive language

Students directed to 
invest igate using 
journalist ic quest ions, 
not  terms they may not  
grasp fully.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a result of  changing the way we taught web source evaluation, we were also able to change our assessment tool to illuminate a more fundamental problem plaguing students’ capability to evaluate sources. With the CRAAP test, their struggles with understanding the definition of the different criteria (authority, reliability, etc.) masked more essential problems. Essentially, using the CRAAP test to coach our students through web source assessment created statistical white noise that kept us from perceiving a more fundamental set of problems our students were having when evaluating potential web sources. 



Results fr om second IL assessment were simi lar

◈ Excessive emphasis on name/ brand recognit ion
◈ Difficulty synthesizing evaluat ion cr iter ia (using only 1)
◈ Inappropr iate or ir relevant  proposed use of source 

Upshot: The shi ft  in cur r iculum let us see more clear ly where students 
were struggling wi th evaluating web sources.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
One was the widespread inability (in 64.5% of respondents) to successfully synthesize criteria in their assessment. The other was the tendency to ignore key markers like presence of citations, source types, and potential author-related bias in favor of name or brand recognition as key determinants of a source’s quality and appropriateness for use. Specifically, students automatically favored sources associated with recognized professional organizations (it’s on the American Medical Association’s website) and presses of famous universities (it’s Harvard, so it must be legit) for those reasons rather than author credentials or references to other sources. A third, lesser trend we saw was students struggling to come up with an appropriate use for the source relative to their projects.



Any quest ions?
Contact  me at :

vaelmwoo@loyno.edu
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Dr . Victor ia Elmwood, Inst r uct ion and User  Exper ience Libr ar ian 
M onr oe Libr ar y, Loyola Univer si t y New Or leans
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